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Energy Master Planning = Establishing a
Roadmap
Energy Goals
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Concept
The objective of the community/installation Energy Plan is to produce a holistic
roadmap that enables to work constructively towards various framing energy
goals within defined community boundaries and specific constraints
Energy master planning is a complex process that includes cultural,
organizational, technical, legal, and financial aspects. Our project focused
primarily on the technical and financial aspects of this process.
The process of building efficient, sustainable, and resilient communities requires
careful coordination between several stakeholders, including master planners,
energy planners, building owners/tenants, and building designers.
Three levels of stakeholders can readily be identified.
Highest level: master planners think in terms of long-term sustainability goals,
including community layout, transportation, and street design. To address
sustainability, master planners must extend the length of their view to 25 or more
years.
Middle tier: Energy managers’ focus may vary between longer-term energy
infrastructure projects, such as district energy systems, to medium- or near-term
projects, such as building retrofits designed to meet community energy goals.
Detailed level: The building (or infrastructure) designer must create designs for a
specific project that can be shown to be effective, buildable, biddable, and
cost-effective.

Scope of Energy Master Plan
The scope of energy master planning effort can include
residential, commercial, and public buildings; community-based
infrastructure; industrial energy users; community-owned and
transit transportation and other energy-consuming users; or any
combination of those. Also, it can be limited to include only
mission-critical facilities. When defining the scope, it is important to
understand the energy users that the community can control.
A community can have fixed boundaries defined either by
physical limitations (e.g., an island-based community) or political
or administrative boundaries. For example, a military installation or
university campus may be a contiguous area or may be
comprised of separate areas

Consistent EMP Terminology Is Important
Goals, Objectives, and Targets - may be desired/optional
Requirements & constraints - must be met

EXAMPLES:
State Building Code* – meet ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA Standard 90.1
(requirement)
EU-EPBD** - As of 2030, all new buildings must be zero-emission.
All new public buildings must be zero-emission already as of 2027.
Worst-performing 15% of the building stock of each Member State to be
upgraded by 2027. (goal)
U.S. 10CFR433 - Federal facilities designed to meet ASHRAE 90.1-2013
(regulation)
Campus be 100% renewable energy (target)
* The State of Florida
**European Union – Energy Performance of Buildings Directive
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Energy Related Framing Goals

Used in comparison of alternatives:
Energy use (site and primary)
System resilience (Energy availability and
Maximum downtime)
Use of Renewables
Environmental impact
System economics

Selected Terminology
Baseline
Base Case
Alternatives
Resilience
Blue-sky scenario
Black-sky scenario

Baseline
The baseline is defined as the current energy
consumption profile (site and source), energy cost
profile, and associated greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions. It is essential that the baseline capture the
quantity and type of energy used (transformed) by the
community/installation

Example of energy use and cost for a nominal community

Base Case
The baseline data can be used to project a base case scenario for energy use
given the availability of information on an increase or decrease of energy use
due to new construction; consolidation and demolishing processes; building
repurposing and change of mission or new requirements to thermal comfort
and indoor air quality; use of new and existing utility contracts; and the dates
when known contracts will expire.
The base case is defined as a future “business as usual” alternative that
includes all existing and already planned facilities. Facilities marked for
demolition in the baseline are not included. The baseline models of buildings
and energy systems shall be adjusted to reflect all planned modifications. The
base case shall include the data on site and primary energy use and energy
cost with categories similar to ones used for the baseline. It is important to
present the data showing the cost of implementation of the base case as well
as changes in site, and source energy use, energy cost, and GHG compared to
the baseline.
During this step, team compares the base case analysis results against the
community's vision and goals. The analysis should assess implementation costs
and quantify gaps for energy systems including their resilience against
community framing goals. The base case will serve as a benchmark for life
cycle cost analysis (LCCA) of alternative systems.

Establishing energy system alternatives
Once the baseline and base case has been established, energy planners
can start exploring options or alternatives. A handful of alternatives shall be
selected that will be analyzed in depth. Electric and thermal energy systems
consist of four major elements: energy generation, energy distribution,
energy storage, and energy demand. The goal is to find the optimum
balance of these elements for the entire energy system.
Alternatives can explore different levels and scopes of building stock
renovation and energy supply strategies
Supply strategies can include, but not be limited to, decentralized energy
supply, steam to hot water district systems conversion, energy supply using
only renewable energy sources, short-term and seasonal thermal energy
storages, batteries, etc.
For each alternative, it is important to present the data showing the cost of its
implementation as well as changes in the site, and source energy use,
energy cost, GHG compared to the baseline and the base case as well as
systems’ energy resilience compared to the base case.
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Examples of Energy System Architectures

Example of generic power only system with buildings
heating and cooling using electric boilers and chillers

Example of generic power, heating and cooling
systems with CHP baseload generation seasonal
storage, waste heat use, etc..

Example of District heating, cooling and power systems
(Case Study from UT Austin Medical Center)
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Structure of the Database
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Quantifying energy system resilience
The proposed quantitative approach includes (but not limited to) the
following metrics:
Energy System Robustness (ER)
Energy System Recovery time
Energy Availability (EA)
Energy Quality (EQ).

The first three parameters are critical for the selection of the Layer 2 and Layer
3 energy supply system architecture and technologies they are comprised of to
satisfy requirements related to energy system resilience.

Most of the mission-specific energy quality
requirements (both electric and thermal), including
the level of tolerance to short-term interruptions,
can be handled by the Layer 1 energy systems
(electric nano-grids) or building thermal systems
(that include the building envelope, thermal storage,
and HVAC system), which are designed based on
class or tier of such requirements.

Energy System Robustness
Requirements for Energy Robustness depend on a load that is critical to
the mission during emergency (Black-Skies) conditions and that can be
measured as the percentage of the:
1. Total mission-essential load requirements

2. Overall building energy load under normal (Blue-Sky)
conditions

Energy System Robustness
Robustness is defined as “the ability to absorb
shocks and continue operating” (NERC). Energy
Robustness is a metric that shows power
availability, P (in kW and/or kBtu/hr), to satisfy
critical mission loads over a period of time
immediately following the event, measured as a
fraction of the mission-critical requirement or as a
fraction of the baseline energy requirement.

Rm.c. and R baseline = system robustness against the
mission-critical load and the baseline load; Eevent,
Em.c., and Eevent a= energy supplied to the building
during the period between to and tf with the
baseline load, mission-critical load and degraded due
to event load

Establishing Resilience Requirements
The process of assigning resilience requirements is based on three
factors: mission criticality, facility remoteness/ reparability and
facility redundancy. This process needs to be executed by mission
operators, not by energy planners.
Based on this process, operators will identify requirements to
energy systems, which can be provided to energy planners
(without any background information).

Energy Availability & Max Single Event
Downtime
Resilience
Metric

Facility
Level
Primary

Low
Secondary
Primary
Moderate
Secondary
Primary
Significant
Secondary
Primary
High
Secondary

Degraded State Acceptable Average Weekly
Resilience
Sub-Metric Category Availability
Downtime (Minutes)

Maximum Single
Event Downtime
(Minutes)

Low

LP/1

0.92

806.4

2,419

Moderate

LP/1+

0.95

504

1,500

Low

LS/0

0.9

1008

3,024

Moderate

LS/0+

0.92

806.4

2,419

Low

MP/2

0.99

100.8

302

Moderate

MP/2+

0.995

50.4

150

Low

MS/1

0.95

504

Moderate

MS/1+

0.99

100.8

Moderate

SP/3

0.999

10.08

30

Significant

SP/3+

0.9995

5.04

15

Moderate

MS/2

0.95

504

Significant

MS/2+

0.99

100.8

Significant

HP/4

0.9999

1.008

3

High

HP/4+

0.99999

0.1008

0.3

Significant

HS/3

0.9995

5.04

15

High

HS/3+

0.9999

1.008
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US Army Corps of Engineers
Protective Design – Mandatory Center of Expertise

1,500
302

1,500
302

BUILDING STRONG®

Power System Resilience
Less 9’s
4.38 minutes/month
- Less downtime

More 9’s
43.86 minutes/month
- More downtime

Calculation of Energy System Resilience
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Integration of Energy Systems Resilience
Analysis
into Energy Master Plan
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Blue-sky Vs Black-sky System
Operation
Blue sky system operation is operation under normal
conditions, when system reliability is solely a function of
the inherent design characteristics of the system.
Black Sky system operation is operation under any
man-made or natural events, that disrupt the normal
functioning of the system for extended periods of time.
This can include mega earthquakes, cyber terrorism,
and high-altitude electromagnetic pulse.

Comparison of Alternatives against
Baseline and Base Case
Alternativ
e

Site
Energy

Source
Energy

(MMBtu) (MMBtu)

Energy
Cost
($)

On-Site
Power
Maintenance
Generatio
Costs
n
($/yr)
(MWh)

Capital
Costs
($)

% of
Mission
Critical
Power
Generate
d On-Site

Grid
Peak Capabili
ty To
Power
meet
(MW)
Peak
Power

LCC
($)

SPB/DPV

TriGen
with
Engines

434,378

181,457

1,271,890

69,122

2,198,667

130,430,694

100

12

18

232,125,392

10/13

TriGen
with
Turbines

367,992

162,624

1,142.647

62,744

1,968,089

158,430,694

100

12

18

255,470,743

16/20

Baseline

630,602

988,165

7,151,497

2,563

2,455,446

-

0

13.8

18

NA

NA

1,729

1,872,823

86,350,80
0

100

16.8

18

306,942,547

NA

Base
Case

406,129 716,339 5,190,838

Resiliency analysis and gap evaluation:
Baseline
Thermal and electric energy availability and max allowable
outage duration are calculated for each mission-critical facility
and compared to requirements set by mission operators

Required
Critical
Facilities
Facility 1
Facility 2
Facility 3
Facility 4
Facility 5

Baseline

Energy
Availability

Max Allowable
Outage
Duration (minutes)

Energy
Availability

95.0%
80.0%
99.0%
95.0%
99.995%

120
60
26
120
26

94.0%
80.0%
98.0%
90.0%
99.0%

Max Observed
Outage
Duration
(minutes)
180
80
26
140
30

Values in the table are notional and for illustration purposes only.

Alternative Designs
- The alternative conceptual designs should integrate blue-sky goals with resilience
goals such that performance is co-optimized for the planner.
- These designs should explore additional technologies beyond the Base Case
conceptual design and should also consider alternative system configurations. It is
important to review and consider enhancement of the building-level electric
nanogrids regarding equipment redundancy and storage capacity as well as
improvements in the building envelope resilience regarding thermal and air barrier
efficiency, increase in the building mass
- These measures can allow downscaling of requirements to resilience of electric and
thermal energy supply systems.
Required

Alternative 1
Alternative 2
Alternative 3
Max Observed
Max Observed
Max Observed
Critical
Max Allowable
Energy
Energy
Energy
Energy
Outage
Outage
Outage
Function
Outage Duration
Availab
Availabilit
Availability
Availability
Duration
Duration
Duration
(minutes)
ility
y
(minutes)
(minutes)
(minutes)
Facility 1
95.0%
120
97.0%
110
95.0%
120
96.0%
105
Facility 2
80.0%
60
82.0%
55
85.0%
58
81.0%
60
Facility 3
99.0%
26
99.99%
26
99.99%
26
99.0%
26
Facility 4
95.0%
120
95.0%
115
95.0%
120
97.0%
90
Facility 5

99.995%

26

99.995%

26

99.995%

26

99.999%
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Economics of Energy Master Plan Implementation
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Selection of alternatives for an EMP shall be based on the costeffectiveness of the entire EMP instead of individual projects that comprise
the EMP.

Most common business models used for
communities EMP implementation
-

Appropriated Funding
Fixed Payment Model and Utility Fixed
Repayment Model
Energy (Saving) Performance ContractingModel (ESPC)
UESC
Blended funding (public and private combined
funding)
ESPC Energy Sales Agreements
Power Purchase Agreements
Enhanced Use Lease

Comparison of EMP business models
Business
Model
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Description

Funds appropriated by
the governing agency as
part of the yearly
Appropriated
budgetary process,
Funds
execution supervised by
agency and
subcontracting parties

Fixed
Payment

Pros

Cons
- Subject to normal budget priorities

- Straight forward - follows the normal - Must be managed internally
processes for capital improvement program
- Follows normal design-build processes - no
- Can be done incrementally for several years extended guarantees
- Manage resource to highest priority areas

- No energy performance guarantees

- No budget limitation guarantee
Easily
implemented
Funded by a utility. Paid
- No energy guarantee
back via fixed payments - Usually, low interest rates
- Usually limited to small projects
on the utility bill or on the - Payment stays with the property in case
- EMP implemented in pieces
property tax bill
property is sold
- Budget Neutral

ESPC

Energy Savings
Performance Contact

UESC

Utility Energy Savings
Contract

- Not readily understood
municipal officials

by

many

- Energy/Operations savings pay for the
- Typically need a 3rd party expert to
upgraded
systems
advocate for the customer
Third Party manages the contract
Long
approval
cycles
on
final
- Energy savings are guaranteed - resulting in
project/financing by customer
lowered financing rates
- Concerns by some decision makers on
- Multiple technical updates can be built in
long term debt
- Not readily understood by many
municipal officials
- Budget Neutral
- Energy/Operations savings pay for the - Typically need a 3rd party expert to
upgraded
systems advocate for the customer
Third Party manages the contract
Long
approval
cycles
on
final
- Customer contracts with their utility - people project/financing
they know
- Concerns by some decision makes on
- Customer decides level of energy guarantee long term debt
- Not all utilities offer this service
- Same as ESPC/UESC

Blended
Funding

- Same as ESPC/UESC
Combing appropriated - Shorten financing term by injecting one time
- Ensuring that the cash payments are
funding with ESPC/UESC or multiple cash payments
available in the budget
- Can get more ECM's in the project
- Developer pays all costs
- Customer buys power at a price

PPA

- Long term procurement contract for
Power Purchase
- At the end of the contract period, customer customer - typically 20 years
Agreement - buy power can buy the equipment for fair market value - Energy prices may be fixed or escalated
from a non-utility partner or have it removed
- Locked in prices result in not being able to
or developer
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Deliverables

https://annex73.iea-ebc.org/publications
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Thank you
Questions and comments?
Dr. Alexander Zhivov
US Army ERDC-CERL
+1 217 417 6928
Alexander.M.Zhivov@usace.army.mil

